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This paper describes a series of performance experiments carried out on the Cypress net-
work [1,2]. The goals of these experiments were:
1. To measure the performance of the Cypress network under a variety of conditions and
loads. Experiments were designed to measure the data rate achieved during file transfer
involving two or more Cypress sites bolh. with and without interactive usage.
2. To test recent changes made in the C)'Press level queueing strategy.
This report describes the old and new queueing strategies and summarizes the results of the
experiments.
2. Previous Queueing Strategy
The queueing mechanism previously employed throughout the Cypress network consisted
of two queues for each output line, one for packets generated by the local host (the send queue)
and another for packets from another Cypress host that are being forwarded (the sendfw queue).
The queue length was arbitrarily chosen to be 50 for both queues, packets destined for either
queue were dropped when its queue length reached the maximum and the send queue was always
serviced first This scheme has the following disadvantages:
1. Because the send queue is always serviced first, the sendfw queue is never serviced when
there is heavy local traffic. As a result of this, a file transfer from site A to site C through
site B always times out if there is heavy traffic from site B to site C.
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packets. This queueing mechanism simply drops all packets destined for a given queue
until its queue length falls below the maximum. As a result of this, "small" packets such
as keysttokes from an interactive user or an acknowledgement are just as likely to be
dropped as "large" packets. This is particularly bad in the case of an acknowledgement
since dropping the packet means the (possibly large) packet which is being acknowledged
will be retransmitted, thereby exacerbating the problem.
3. New Queueing Strategy
The queueing strategy currently being employed consists of a single queue per output line
with a maximum queue length of 50 packets. In addition to only having a single queue per line, a
high water mark of 40 is used. When the length of the queue reaches the high water mark only
"small" packets are accepted up to the maximum queue length where a "small" packet is one
whose packet length is less than 75 characters (note that this length includes headers added by
TCPand !P).
The advantages of this mechanism are:
1. Since there is a single output queue. there is no systematic bias toward packets generated by
the local host As a result of this. file transfe~ "across" a Cypress host do not time out.
2. Reserving space for "small" packets decreases the probability that packets representing
acknowledgements and interactive keystrokes will be discarded.
3. The mechanism is relatively simple and easy to implement.
The principal disadvantage of this mechanism is that the decision on which packets to dis-
card still does not take factors such as the number of Cypress hops the packet has travelled or the
type ofpacket into account.
4. Description of Performance Experiments
The performance experiments consist of performing one or more simultaneous file transfers
between various Cypress sites during a period in which there was no other user activity. It should
be noted however that the figures given here do not represent maximum perfonnance since all
other sources of network traffic (such as broadcast packets generated by RWHO and ROlITED)
were not eliminated. These figures represent instead the performance that the Cypress network
may normally be expected to provide to users.
In addition to varying the number of simultaneous file transfers. addiLional experiments
were conducted in which ICMP [3] echo requests were sent while the file transfers were taking
place. The purpose of these tests was to measure the round trip time of a packet while the net·
work was under varying loads.
In all of the experiments. the size of the file being transferred was greater than or equal to
233,903 bytes. The number of seconds and bytes/second given here are the average of all file
transfers (i.e.• the number of seconds given for a simultaneous transfer from A-tD-B and B-to-A
is the number of seconds the A-to-B transfer Wok plus the number of seconds the B-to-A
transfer took divided by 2) unless indicated otherwise.
The CPU utilization figures given were those relX'rted by the Cypress monitor program
after the network had reached a steady state and represent the average of at least 30 measure-
ments taken while the network was in the steady state. The ascii mode of file transfer was used in
these experiments. As a result of this, the CPU utilization figures will be higher in those experi·
ments where traffic is being generated by the host being monitored. This is because in ascii mode
each character is scanned before it is transferred.
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In experiments involving ICMP echo requests between one or more Cypress sites, the file
transfer(s) were initiated and the network was allowed to reach a steady state before IO\.1P echo's
were started. Care was taken to insure that all ICMP echo's were completed before the first file
transfer completed so that measured round trip times would reflect the network under load.
It should be noted that all of the Cypress implets involved in the performance experiments
are Digital Equipment Corporation VAX I1n25's willi DMF-32 communication boards installed
with the exception of Cypress3 which is a MicmVAX II with a DHV·l1 communication board.
s. Results of Type 1 Experiments
Type 1 experiments were designed to measure the capacity of a single Cypress implet as a packet
switch and involve three Cypress sites with one site acting as an intermediate node between the
other two. In these experiments. Cypress3 was the intermediate site between Cypress] and
Decwr/-eypress. All data transfers were between Cypress] and Decwr/-Cypress with Cypress3
acting only as a packet switch.
Six experiments of this type were conducted involving the simultaneous transfer of 1. 2, and
3 files in each direction both with and without ICMP echoes in both directions. The results are as
follows:
Number CPU Utilization Round Trip Time(msec)
of Files seconds bytes/sec user system min max avg
1 364.33 642 1.74 9.04
1 368.35 635 1.70 9.05 5340 8580 6192
2 674.07 347 2.0 8.64
2 748.75 312 1.88 9.0 8500 14695 12172
3 1196.00 195 1.88 9.0
3 1155.00 202 2.01 10.29 6940 19135 17138
An identical series of experiments was also conducted using Cypress] as a packet switch
between Cypress3 and Csnet-Cypress which points out the advantages of using a communication
board such as tile DHV-ll which does not interrupt the CPU on each character received.
Although the data rates obtained were essentially the same in this experiment. the CPU utilization
figures were substantially different with an average of 7.49 percent in user state and 36.07 percent
in system state. This contrasts very strongly with the figures given above using a Micro VAX II
with a DHV-ll installed as a packet switch.
6. Results of Type 2 Experiments
Four experiments of this type were conducted involving simultaneous transfer of 1 and 2
files from Cypress] and Decwrl-eypress to Csnet--Gypress. In addition to testing the ability of an
individual Cypress implet to handle locally generated and fOIWarded traffic, these experiments
test the performance of the new queueing strategy. Since locally generated data packets are no
longer given priority, the data rate achieved by a site performing a file transfer from A-to-C
through B should be approximately equal to that of a data transfer directly from B-to-C. As a
result of this, the times reported here are the average of the sum of the transfer times.
In the results reported for this test, the individual round trip times are given for Cypress}
and Decwrl-Cypress since in these tests the number of network hops differed for both siles. The
first time will be for Cypress] and the second for Decwrl-Cypress. The CPU utilizaLion is that of
CypressJ.
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Number CPU Utilization Round Trip Time(msec)
ofFiles seconds bytes/sec user system min max avg
I 579.27 414 9.62 21.19
I 599.15 400 10.31 22.62 4520 11710 9866
I 4950 11630 10221
2 1599 150 10.47 23.35
2 1565 149 9.77 23.20 2650 17330 12019
2 800 22420 14619
The experiments confiITIled the hypothesis that forwarded traffic would achieve approximately
the same transfer rate as locally generated traffic. the time needed for a file transfer varied by
about 10 seconds on the average.
7. Results of Type 3 Experiment
Type 3 experiments involve four Cypress sites. Cypress!, Decwr/-(;ypress. Csner-(;ypress,
and Arizona-Cypress with Cypress] acting as a source and all other sites acting as sinks. In this
type of experiment, one file is transferred simultaneously to each of the other sites from
Cypressl. The average transfer rate was 796 bytes per second. CPU utilization as measured on
Cypress] was 32.15 user and 51.67 system. A contributing factor in the high CPU utilization
figures in this experiment is that the file transfers were in ascii mode in which case each character
is scanned by FI'P before it is transmitted.
8. Results of Type 4 Experiment
Type 4 experiments involve the same four Cypress sites as in Type 3 experiments but in
this experiment, files are transferred from CypressJ to Decwrl-Cypress and Arizona-Cypress





















TIlis experiment measures the ability of a Cypress implet to handle incoming data at the same
time that it is sending data to mUltiple Cypress sites. These results are particularly encouraging
since data rates near the maximum achievable were obtained on both incoming and outgoing
lines in these experiments.
9. Results of Type 5 Experiment
Type 5 experiments involve the same four Cypress sites as in Types 3 and 4 but in this
experiment, files are transferred to Cypress] from Arizona-(;ypress and Decwrl-Cypress while a




seconds bytes/sec source dest user system
371.05 646 Arizona Cypress] 36.62 60.06
359.57 667 Decwrl Cypress
330.52 725 Cypress] Csnet
1b.is experiment measures the ability of an individual Cypress implet to handle large
amounts of incoming data while an outgoing transfer is in progress. Once again, very high data
rates were achieved on all lines. In this experiment and the previous experiment, pan of the rea-
son for the high CPU utilization can be attributed to the fact that the ascii mode of file transfer
was used. As discussed above, this places a higher demand on the host CPU than binary transfer
since each character must be scanned prior to transmission.
10. Future Experiments
These experiments verify the viability of the Cypress network and demonslrale its perfor-
mance under a variety of load conditions. Future experiments are needed to measure the max-
imum capacity of the network: under similar loads but with no other network traffic. Additional
experiments should also be perfonned to measure the performance of the network under the load
generated by a large number of interactive users.
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